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Committee lowers admission standards
for some athletes, others with'talent'
By .IKFF GAMMAGK
A special admissions committee that admits applicants who normally would be rejected because of
academic performance has operated here for four
years.
,
Applicants considered and admitted by the committee usually have SAT scores, grades and class
ranks lower than what is normally required for admission to James Madison University, according to
Francis Turner, secretary of the Admissions Review
Committee and director of admissions.
This information was confirmed by committee
chairman Dr Thomas Stanton and committee
member Dr. Elizabeth Finlayson.
The committee accepts students on the basis of a
"special talent" such as athletics or music. Turner
' said.

Average SAT about 800
The committee hears about 100 to 125 cases a year.
slightly more than half of which are accepted, according to Finlayson and Turner.
This means that 50 to 60 students, most of whom are
athletes, are admitted annually through the special
process.
The average SAT score for these special talent
students is about 800. Turner said. The average score
for all 1980-81 JMU freshmen was 1.032. about 35
percent higher Most special talent applicants rank in
the lower two-thirds of their high school class. Turner
added.
Finlayson said it is "unfortunate" that capable
students are refused admission while others are
accepted on the basis of special talent.
Stanton noted that any department may bring an

applicant before the committee. But of those accepted last year, 40 were athletes, according to Dean
Ehlers. director of JMU athletics.
A total of 51 athletes were considered by the
committee last year, according to Ehlers. Of those, 33
were approved and 1R were rejected. Seven of the
rejected applicants were later admitted on the basis
of new evidence.
About 80 percent of those annually brought before
the committee are athletes, according to Finlayson.

Criterion: graduation chance
The committee's primary criterion for acceptance
is whether the student has "the potential to
graduate." Stanton said. "This is not to say he's
going to be a Rhodes scholar."
«. Finlayson stressed her primary concern is that the
applicant can survive academically. "We have no
business admitting a student to the university that we
don't feel can make it." she said.
Stanton said. "No one is admitted that can't make
it." He added. "There is a great deal more to individual potential than SAT scores."
About 66 percent of the students admitted by the
committee eventually graduate. Stanton said. This is
the same percentage as students admitted through
the normal process, he added.
The committee's vote is binding on the admissions
office. Turner said. The vote overrules "an admissions decison that has already been made." he
said
Stanton said in some cases a letter of rejection has
been sent to the applicant by the admissions office
before the committee meets.

Proceee i* second try
When a coach or department head identifies a
special talent person, he notifies the admissions
office of his interest. After the candidate applies.
admissions monitors his progress through the admissions process and keeps the coach or department
head informed, according to Turner.
If it appears admission will be refused, the coach is
informed and then may seek to have the*"student
admitted through the Admissions Review Committee, according to Stanton.
Turner said he is responsible for presenting the
applications.
Stanton said a music department teacher or Ehlers
sometimes will attend the meetings to plead the
applicant's case himself.
Ehlers said he rarely attends the meetings.
"Normally we just send the name up" to the committee, he said, adding that while a coach may attend
the meeting sometimes, it is "illegal" for the athletic
department to become involved in the admissions
process.
"We allow the <sponsoring) coach to appear if the
coach can bring information not contained in the
application." Stanton said.
JMU coaches must have their choices approved by
Ehlers before the application can be brought before
the committee. Finlayson noted.
Evidence regarding the academic potential of the
applicant is presented at the meeting. This includes
letters of recommendation from high school guidance
counselors and principals, as well as from "members
of the community" such as clergymen and doctors,
Stanton said.
See ADMISSIONS, page 2

VD problem here
called widespread

Members of Sigma Pi fraternity "stormed"
Wilson Hall and staged a kidnapping of
James Madison University President Ronald
Carrier Thursday. They will collect money
for the llarisonburg-Rockingham United Way

Photo by Yo Naaaya

by allowing contributors to vote whether to
"release" or "execute" Carrier. The release
or execution will take place Saturday at the
.IMU-C.W. Post football game.

This issue...
The University of Richmond defeated JMU
in football this weekend 21-7. .See story and
commentary In Sports, page i:i.

It was a rock 'n' roll weekend: Roadducks,
Ar/nova. Face Dancer and Max AC. See
Inside reviews, pages 10 and II.

By TERRI JONES
Venereal disease among James Madison University students
has evolved into a widespread problem over the past decade,
according to Nancy Sedwick. a Health Center registered nurse
certified in obstetrics and-gynecology.
The Health Center already has treated several students for VD
this semester. Sedwick said. The center does not compile
statistics on the number of VD cases treated, she added.
The rapid increase of the sexually transmitted diseases among
students can be linked proportionately to the increasing number
of sexually active college students. Sedwick said. "And the
number of sexually active students is staggering." she added.
Decreasing use of the condom, which helps prevent the transmission of VD, also may have contributed to the rise of VD at
.JMU. Sedwick said.
The Roc king ham County Health Department examined 99
students for VD last year. Nine of these students were diagnosed
as having a VD.
The Health Center treats student cases of VD free, according to
Sedwick. Sedwick screens possible female VD cases before a
physician tests for infection.
Gonorrhea and syphilis are the most known venereal diseases.
They are treated with a massive injection of penicillin in each hip.
The injections are given after the patient has taken a pill to increase the effectivtnes of the shots, called a probenecide. Sedwick said. If the patient is allergic to penicillin, an antibiotic in
pill form is administered. Sedwick explained. The antibiotic is
called tetracycline. she added.
Students who suspect they have VD often go to private
physicians or the Rockingham County Health Department,
.Sedwick said. The health department also offers students free
service, she added.
The majority of JMU students will not let a possible venereal
disease go undiagnosed or untreated. Sedwick noted. "We're
dealing with an educated population here." she said, adding that
the free service provided by the Health Center and county health
department is further motivation to have symptoms checked out.
Males report cases of gonorrhea more often than females,
Sedwick said. But she added this is because about 80 percent of
See VD, page 4
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SI,in ton said he does not feel
the letters of recommendation
are biased. "We &m never
presume the application is
false." he said. But Finlayson
said letters of recommendation are "not objective" and have little influence on her decision. "The
student's academic record
speaks for itself." she said,
adding "the extracurricular
record is considered, too."
Recommendations
from
high school coaches are not
considered by the committee.
Stanton noted.
Three of five votes are
required
for
admission.
Turner has no vote
Once refused by the committee, there must be substantial new evidence for an
applicant to be reconsidered.
Finlayson said. This evidence
would consist primarily of
grades that were unavailable
when the candidate first
applied, she noted.

"Simply
an appeal
Stanton said coaches are
limited in the number of cases
they may bring before the
committee. While Stanton
could not name an exact
figure, he said it is "not a
large number." The coaches
are told not to "drag a bunch
of people up here unless you
have a good case." he said.
Stanton defined having "a
good case" as presenting
information not contained in
the student's application.
Turner said he is not aware
of a numerical limit on the
number of cases a coach or
department head may bring.
Applicants may be brought
"within reason," he said,
adding that there is no
"wholesale" admission of
special talent applicants.
Finlayson said. "It bothers
me that JMU cannot admit a
more diversified student

body " She added it "bothers
me when someone is admitted
that I feel is not going to be
able to graduate."
- Finlayson noted that one
committee function is to
admit athletes. Admitting
athletes is "no different from
"admitting)
good
band
players." she said. The influx
of special talent people not
only benefits a team or
department but also the entire
university, she said.
Committee voting patterns
never have been examined.
Stanton said He could not say
how he has voted most of the
time. Finlayson said she
"more often votes no than
yes." and added she votes no
"more often than some of the
other committee members."
Finlayson said although
many of those admitted by the
committee meet minimum
university standards, they
normally would not be offered
admission because available
space is given to more
qualified students.
Football coach Challace
McMillin brings more applicants before the committee
than the other JMU coaches.
Finlayson said, adding this is
because football carries a
larger squad than the other
teams.
Ehlers would not say how
many athletes per team were
admitted through the committee because that would be
"private information."
The Admissions Review
Committee is "simply an
appeal route of an admissions
vote." Finlayson said. But
applicants may not bring
themselves before the committee, according to Turner.

sacrificing academic
quality." Stanton said. "Our
university was begi.
take on a homogeneous look"
\vith students having "the
same
middle-class
background, same outlook,
same goals and values."
The committee is appointed
annually by JMU President
Ronald Carrier.
Those presently on the
committee have served since
its inception, although they
could be replaced at Carrier's
discretion. Stanton said.
Stanton said he knows of no
publication in which the
committee is publicized.
The
other
committee
members are Dr. William
Nelson head of political
science: Ray Sonner. vice
president
of
university
relations and Dr. Z. S.
Dickerson. head of business
education.
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Handcuff (bike locks)
Knapsacks
Winebags
Plastic beverage containers
Belt buckles
Handwarmers

4.95
3.25 - 6.60
3.82
1.02 - 5.10
3.40 up
.85 up

Nylon poncho

2.10 up

Knives

2.98 up

Web belts

1.60 - 1.79

Ski gloves

3.60 - 3.75

4334566
5193 S Main St. across from Pizza Inn

Committee
four yean old
Thecommittee was formed
in 1977 "to provide a means
for JMU to obtain diversity in
its student body without
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433-1834

Millar Circle
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with thi* ad, SKATE for only *2JOO
SKATES-INCLUDED any Thursday
7:30-10:00 CM
expire* 11-81

NPOST
CAMPUS DELIVERY
Bruce Kaufman 433-5484
Bob Nicol 433-5406
Al Cobb 433-5467
Off Campus 'Delivery:
Olsbh D$vis 833-4381
«WTyi"PT1 '. .- II
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Bruce Michael and Neil Fleckman Present

1

PHYLLIS
NEWMAN

The Madwoman
of Central P&rkWest
An Original Musical Comedy
Book by Phyllis Newman and Arthur Laurents

Monday, Oct. 12
8 pm
Wilson Hall
Presented by the Fine Arts Series
of the JMU School of Fine Arts and Communication
Tickets are free for JMU students, faculty and staff from
the UPB box office, General admission tickets'are $4
from UPB box office and Charles M athias Inc.,
downtown For further information, contact 433-6472.
..-
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Several falculty teach from own textbooks
ll.i .111.1. HOWARD
Fourteen .lames M.nlison
University faculty members
have written or edited te\i
Ivwiks that are required tor
.lasses thev teach.
Mo^t .IMP teachers donate
their royalties to department
or university award funds
Hut some JMU insLsruetors
keep their book rovalties for
personal use
Dr Mnynnrd Filter, head of
the speech pathology and
audinlogy department, wrote
Communication
Disorders
and edited the SpeechLanguage Clinician's Handbook The former is a required
text, while the latter is used on
an optional basis.
Filter said his books are
used at 10-15 different
universities He said he does
not know exactly how much he
earns in royalties from his
hooks' sale at JMU.
JMU students expressed
varying opinions about the use
of faculty-authored books in
the authors' classes.
"It's a good way (for the
instructor) to make money"
said one student whose instructor wrote the class text.
"Everybody's got to buy the
hook, there's not much
choice "
"It looks suspicious." added
another student. "You wonder
if they assign it just because
they wrote it."
Another student disagreed:
"If it was a good book, it
shouldn't make any difference

t

who wrote it." she said. "You
have to pay the same price no
matter when* the money
l-Of,'"

A total of eight faculty
authored edited hooks are
presently being used in
classes here A ninth book.
English 101-102: Reading and
Composition and Freshman
Writing, edited by Dr James
Kb\ was a required text in all
English 101 classes from 1975Ml but is no longer being used.
"It 'the hookt was getting a
little expensive." Eby said.
The text was only intended
as a supplemental text of
sample student-written
themes. Eby Said Rising
production costs made its
-further use impractical, he
noted The English department decided to end its use
and has not replaced it with
any other book. Eby added.
Eby said his main role in the
book's production was putting
the manuscript together for
the publisher, and that the
sales and decision-making
aspects of the book were
handled by the English
department as a group.
"1 didn't make any money
from it." Eby said, although
the hook did earn royalties.
"I never saw the (royalty)
checks." Eby said, explaining
the "quite small" amount of
money went into an English
department fund for student
writing awards.
Dr Ross Johnson, head of
the
management
and

marketing department, is co■-] told them 'use whatever
of
""nor
Business
hooks'
vou want.' " Johnson
statistic*.He does P«» U ^jm**M
personally from the sale of his"
mv certainly encourages
™ hf> s;"d
"the use of faculty authored
"1 five all the rovalties to
hooks in classes here "Johnson
"he 'Ml-1 foundation "
said
lohn-onsaid "I think
lie added the use of the
that •- the eight way to handle
same text in similar classes
within the department helps
keep the classes consistent
Johnson said he wanted to
with one another.
avoid any possible conflict-ofFive instructors in the
interest in using the book in
philosophy
and
religion
classes here
department collaborated to
Johnson said either the
edit The Continuing Quest, an
individual departments or
introductory
philosophy
faculty
members decide
textbook.
which textbooks will be Used.
According to co-author John
A faculty committee decided
Sweigart. the book was
to use his book. here. Johnson
compiled nine years ago to be
said
a smaller, less expensive
;

anthology covering the major
areas of philosophy'taught in
T classes
"We 'the five editors)
receive . no
rovalties."
Sweigart said.
The other faculty authorededited books used here are the
Student Discipline and the
Law and Educational Tort
Liability and Malpractice
books, by Dr. Eugene Connors: Critical Essays on
Education:
Foundational
Readings. Rook II. co-edited
by Dr John Sturm and George
Joyce. Movement Education
in Physical Education, by
Hayes and Jane Myers
Kruger: and The Professional
Food Buyer, by Marshall
Warfel.

'Throwaway books' answer
to increasing prices of texts
By GERI BOUTHILLET
Throwaway textbooks are the answer to
rising book prices, according to Ray Moonley.
Massachusetts publisher and president of
Paperbooks Press.
I ip to six textbook pages could fit on one page
of a throwaway book, making it possible for a
book that normally costs $6 to cost only 85
cents.
Joseph Hancher. James Madison University
bookstore manager, admitted that the high
cost of books is a problem and said. "A change
in the publication industry is necessary. He
added."The publishers need to correct the
problem."

Increases in paper prices, labor charges,
authors' commissions and transportation costs
are the causes for rising book price, Hancher
said. Since social sciences constantly are
changing and textbooks must be updated,
throwaway books would be cheaper for the
school, the student and the publisher. Handlers said.
"It certainly is an innovative idea,"he said.
Rut there are disadvantages to the books.
Since the pages are made of low quality
material the life of the books is shorter.
Students who use their books often or wish to
keep their texts for future reference might find
the books impractical.

Career Placement Office
offer s job-seeking programs
By KATE CARPER
The Office of Career Planning and
Placement offers James Madison University
students nine basic services, according to Tom
Nardi. director of the office.
The first service is career counseling. "Our
staff members are qualified career counselors" who assist students either individually
or in groups. Nardi said. One of the major
reasoas students come to college is so they can
obtain a career when they graduate. Nardi
said. Career counseling helps students "figure
out what they want to be when they grow up."
he added.
"We are trying to teach a process, and to
help them (students) develop skills" that will
enable them to make career choices, he satd'
The counselors assist students in- planning
their careers, but Nardi stressed that "people
place themselves."
"We want to help, seniors do "self
marketing." Nardi noted..
The office does not hand jobs over to
students, but rather tries to teach them how to
obtain the jobs themselves, he said.
JOB SEARCH seminars odffered by the
office are divided into three programs:
"Getting Your Act Together." "Resume
Writing." and "Interviewing Preparations and
Practice."
"Getting Your Act Together" is an overview
on filling out the placement file and effectively
pursuing a job.
This program will be held two more times
this semester.
"Resume writing" explains basic resume
skills. These include purpose, types and
techniques of resumes. This program will be
presented four more times this semester, three
times in October and once in November. The
office also reviews resumes on a walk-in basis.
"Interviewing Preparations and Practice"
consists of two sessions. One explains the interview process, and the other gives students a
chance to practice interviewing techniques.
Prospective teachers attend separate

programs, since the application methods are
different These sessions are entitled: 'Steps
to Teaching Positions." "Writing Applications
for Teaching Positions." and "Interviewing for
Teaching Positions." These programs will be
offered in OctoberAand November.
These programs attempt to minimize confusion for students who don't know where to
begin job hunting. Nardi explained. They are
held every semester.
ANOTHER SERVICE CP&P offers is the oncampus recruitment program. Recruiters
from businesses, industries, government
agencies and graduate schools come to JMU
each semester to interview students interested
in jobs or in a particular field.
The office also offers a "job-listing service.
The office receives letters and phone calls
from across the nation concerning job
openings They list and catalog these positions
so that students can walk in and search
through the catalogs for the types of jobs they
desire.
The Career Resources Library, located next
to the office, carries basic information which
wiUir'pstudents begin choosing a career. The
library contains pamphlets and books
describing different careers and explains such
tools as employer directories and job search
guides.
THE CP&P OFFICE carries audio tapes
which guide students toward choosing a
career.
Different types of tapes are available. Some
have department heads discussing what it's
like to have jobs in their majors, and some
explain how to choose a career and find a job in
the career one chooses.
Placement files, which are a sort of
registration in the CP&P office, are available
for students. They are similar to resumes. The
office will send the file to employers upon the
written request of the student or employers.
The Office also conducts a follow-up study,
which looks at what happens to those who

THE. PLANNING AND PLACEMENT OFFICE offers students
nine basic services, according to Director Tom Nardi.
happens to those who graduate from JMU. It is currently working
on data for the class of 1981. "We are looking at the firm, job title,
entry level job and salary." Nardi said. The salary figures are
confidential, he said. Students have expressed interest in this
study. Nardi noted.
The office currently is trying to support departments and chibs
who wish to have speakers talk about specific careers. "This is
another method to bridge the gap between the academic world
and the business world." Nardi said.
This year's student response to the programs has been "the
best since I've been here...since 1974," Nardi said.
There has been a 92 percent increase of student interest since
*■■■See 'PLACEMENT,' page 5
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JMU tennis courts
being resurfaced
The cost for
resurfacing is usually about
$1200-$! 500 per court

By MIKE CLARK
The resurfacing of the
tennis courts on Dukes Drive
, shwjdAejjompleted by Get.5.
Total cost for the project is
about $60,000. according to
George Marcum. physical
plant director.
Construction on the courts,
began In July. Soil had eroded
in places beneath the courts
due to water seepage from the
creek near the rear of the
surface.
The courts were in bad
shape and were in need of
'resurfacing for over a year.
Marcum said. He added that
this should be the last time
excavation is needed
The soil is the most expensive part of the project.
Marcum said.

Marcum has not received
any negative feedback from
anyone in the University
athletic department, he said.
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MC
VISA
LOCAL CHECKS

Port Republic &
1-81
434-2455
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MOU/AKD

Jonn$onS

rftOW OPEN 2THOURS
EARLY BIRD SPECIAL"
10:30 pm - 6:30 am only
2 EGGS (ANY STYLE)
j

COFFEE

j

TOAST

$-99

A^aAi»*«nj«^a^»n>aniarva»\i«n>a?ua»XiaT^arsian^'^^

433-1101

WE WANNA SPOIL
YOU ROTTEN
JUST LOOK WHAT
WE HAVE FOR YOU
S. Main Luigi's only
Buy any size pizza with a minimum of one
topping we will give you the next topping bee.
effective Mon-Thur 5-9 expires Oct. 31
present coupon to cashier
a variety of subs for a special price 11-2 Mon-Fri
LARGE SOFT DRINK OR SMALL .15
Sat-Sun only 11-5 expires Nov. 16
Photo by Vo Nagaya

A WORKER POl'RS paint to be used for tennis court resurfacing.
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(Continued from page 1)
gonorrheainfected females show no
symptoms Males experience
a burning sensation during
urination and a pus-like
discharge within two to six
days of contact. Sedwick said
••Usually males are so
miserable, they have to come
in." she noted
Connorhea in males and
females can be diagnosed by a
culture of
the
genital
discharge
"If untreated,
gonorrhea can cause arthritis,
sterility, heart problems and
serious pelvic disorders."
Sedwick said
Syphilis shows symptoms
anywhere from |(1 to 90 days
after exposure. Sedwick said
The disease appears in its
primarv stage in both males
and females as a painless sore
railed a chancre. Sedwick
added
In the secondary stage of
the disease, victims may

experience sores in the mouth,
hair loss, fever, sore throat
and rashes
A hlood test is taken to
diagnose syphilis. If syphilis
goes untreated for four or
more years after contraction,
the victim may show signs of
insanity, crippling paralysis,
heart disease, deafness or
blindness
After a Health,, Center
diagnosis of gonorrhea or
svphilis. it is the studenfs
responsibility to notify any
M-Ntial partners with whom he
mav have had contact. Sedwick said The Health Center
doesn't "have enough time to
chase down contacts." she
added
There are plans to provide
programs on VD to dormitory
students later in the year.
Sedwick and Dr. David
Emmerling. counseling
psychologist at the counseling
and student development
center, plan to produce the
programs.
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LUIGI'S PIZZERIA
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The courts located across
Interstate 81 have eased the
burden for the tennis teams,
he said, adding the only
problems may have been for
the students who play for
recreation.
There will be little difference between the old
surface and the new one.
Marcum said.
The courts should not need
another resurfacing for four to
five vears. he added.

jmmmmr

Luigi's New
Happy Hour
4-8 Mon-Thur
I 1-SSat-Sun

Small cheese pizza $1.25
Extra topping .45
Extra Pizza slices .60
Topping .20
Mon-Thur 11-5 Fri 11-2

-Join us in Luigi's Backroom in the afternoonsthrow parties, play chess, backgammon,
watch your favorite soap
Lar£z groups can ieserve the Backroom
by calling for reservations
Campus delivery service med SMarge pizzas only
variety of subs & heros 6-11
Mon-Thur delivery every hour
.50 delivery charge whether you older 1 or 10 pizzas
At,

Special offer till Oct. 30 no delivery charge at 6,7,8 pm

P
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END A NIGHT WITH Contract awarded
SOMETHING WET AND
BCa^IOUS
Nielsen Construction Co. of
Harrisonburg
has
been
awarded the conf/act for
interior work on James
Madison Universe'
convocation and recreation
center.
The $3 million project includes the installation of
seating in the new building
along with dressing rooms,
concession stands, locker
rooms and offices.
The center, across Interstate 81. will house 7.200 for
basketball and 7,700 for

concerts and conventions.
The building is expected to
be
completed
in
late
November 1982—in time for
1982-83 JMU basketball
season.
Nielsen had submitted the
low bid on the base work of the
project.
A Roanoke firm. Branch
and Associates, had submitted
the low bid for the base work
plus some alternate projects.
The alternates included air
conditioning and acoustical
work.

* Placement
'Continued from page 4)
September of last year, he said.
.N/}R!)l^AII>LRETl,RNS

of

Placement files have been sub-

!' stantial. There have been 560 more returns this year than last he
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433-1144

Fried Chicken Nite

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT Spaghetti & Salad Bar
$

said Last year the office gave out 823 files, 295 of which were
returned This year they gave out 1421. 855 of which were returned.
"1 feel very positive." Nardi said. "September's been a very
positive, very challenging, and very rewarding month."
"A lot of what we do is help people understand what working is
a 1 about... Nardi said, adding "we don't control the individual
student s motivation." He noted "just because you walk In our
office, there isn't some kind of magic that gets you a job "
The student must begin job-hunting early, be organized, and
show he is involved in the job-hunting process, Nardi said.
Aside from the program series for seniors, the CP&P office also
offers programs for underclassmen. Every Tuesday from 1-3
p.m.. students can walk in and discuss questions with staff
members.
The "Career and Majors" seminar identifies career options and
discusses how to plan for future employment. An "internships
Summer Jobs and Practicums" program presents different
practical experiences and suggests ways of setting upv experiences.
"
According to Nardi, this issue is becoming important because
more employers are asking. "Do you have any experience'"
The office is trying to teach students that "career planning is
basically learning how to make a decision." Nardi said

All You Can Eat.. .you get our great fried
chicken and two vegetables, and Salad Bar
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
just $
TRY OUR SOUTHERN STYLE

3.95

4.25

A GREAT DEALfORTi.fTEE BUCKS!

!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Our PIZZA BUFFET is unmatched!
All the Pizza and Salad Bar
you can eat for

3.95

C?
£>

%

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
PLUSSAkttfrflAR!

3.95
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H
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IHettmg
Special
with purchase ol
24k gold plated
surgical steel studs

Photo by Can CoitoftbaOer

CREEK WALK was held recently. Here Sigma Sigma Sigma storms the astroturf at Madisoi
Stadium.
. .

We make It easy for
you to enjoy the fashion
I ,6K you've always wanted . . . painlessly and
inexpensively Our totally new method is quick,
completely safe and sterile, without discomfort.
Ou' trained technician available at all times.
No appointment necessary. And one low price
pays for everything.
II under 18, bring
written parental consent.
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SCOTLAND
YARD
'WHERE THE RE'S ALWAYS
A BETTER BAND"

*■»- THE
HOLLYWOOD BRATS
GREAT TOP 40
FROM CHARLOTTE, N.C.
^THURSDAY OCT 8 -fc

•nmmy Madison' deserves
being university namesake

By ANN RICHARDSON
James
Madison
well
deserves
to
have
our
university named after him. a
«B>bp*cholar said Friday ...
Anthony-Seeger.
Born 250 years ago in
Montpelier.
VA.
"young
Jimmy
Madison"
has
remained an obscurity in
American history, according

to James J. Bennett, president
and director of the National
Humanities Center
H?nq|tUJmlds a special
mreredWrr James Madison
and has done extensive
research on the earlier part of
Madison's life.
Bennett spoke of Madison's
fondness for books.
"He seemed always to be

reading and always reading
for a purpose." Bennett said
Madison identified "the ideai

hooks'' tr. - • ■ • -^.jp^jjjj,.

legislators should have ac-'
cess. Madison eventually
established the Library of
Congress.
Madison, studying
humanities at Princeton
Univeristy in New Jersey,
took courses in Hebrew,
ethics, and theology

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN
GREEK OFFICE WCC
$1 in advance
$4 at at the door
THURSDAY FROM 10.7

His background contributed
to philosophies which later
shaped the Constitution.
Like many cbllege students
today "young James Madison
had an identity crisis right
after college." Bennett noted.

A&P

Through the support of his
friends. Madison overcame
his crisis. He developed a
friendship
with
Thomas
Jefferson that was to last "for
more than half a century,"
Bennett siad.

? Stroh's6-12 oz.
1.99?
* Coke, Sprite & Tab 8-16 oz.
1.29?
plus deposit {

While Jefferson was the
visionary. Madison "always
looked like a withered applejohn." one of his biographers
wrote. But he was able to
translate Jefferson's ideas
and philosophies into real
institutions. Bennett said. •
"The constitution is one of
the most imitated documents
in the world today." Bennett
said. The document received
little change since it was
formed "which has to do with
the intelligence of James
Madison. "Bennett added.

Banquet fried chicken 2 lb. box2.19 J
Oodles, of Noodles all kinds 4-1.00$
M Swiss MissCocoal2 envelopes 1.59 J
1
1.29?
* Kraft Mayonnaise quart
*

{Whole sirloin tips
1.79 lb.?*
3.69 lb.?
* NY strip steaks
* Whole fresh picnics
•89lb.{
* Frozen turkey breasts
1.29 lb. ?
* Quaker made sandwich steaks
*
?
3.99 lb. |
? Gwaltney Great Dogs .99 1b. *
? Gwaltney Old Towne
?
sausage
ige .99 lb.
$

J Mangoes
? White grapefruit
Red grapes
Red delicious apples

.99?
3- .85?
.681b.J
.33 lb. ?

Buy
■¥

the new Family Feud TV game
*

1I
*

JAMKS J. BENNETT spoke Friday on "Who was James Madison
Ulat w
* should name a university after him?"

"We weren't always a
country, but Madison helped
to make us one." Bennett said.

Wed. Wild Accusation
dies
b*
New Orleans
Rock - n- Roll
Thur. Memphis
Rockabilly
Rockabilly
ft*

Fti.&Sat. SlickeeBoy

over 3 million in Prizes

NewWave

********* ************************

■ i t TT * t T-r ■
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Debate team takes first in tournament
By
JAMES
DENERY
A team of two James
Madison University students
won first place in the 30th
Annual
Johns
Hopkins
University U^^R
«««»£
nament held Sept. 25-28.
John Humphreys and Dane
Butswinkas won what is
traditionally the first "early
season" major college debate
tournament
The topic for
the
debate
was
was:

"Resolved: That the federal
government
should
significantly curtail the power
of labor unions in the United
States."
"Another JMJU 4ta*m*algoplaced in the top eight
finishers. Over 30 teams
competed in the tourniment.
Dan Mazella and Jerome
Sturm, who faced Humphreys
and Butswinkas in the
quarterfinal round, earned a
quarterfinalist's trophy.

Humphreys was also named
the tournament's first place
individual
debater
from
among the 68 taking part in
the tournament.
JMU student Shelly James
finished as the sixth best
speaker.
Other JMU students in the
tournament were Teresa

Caviness and the team of Jean
DeHart and Sajan Thomas.
The tournament involved
schools from six states and
Washington. D.C. It was cospoasored .bv^theYoung
Law,*... .. ..cctR^^^OTJrryland
Bar Association.
Several
practicing
attorneys served as judges.

Have a
newt tip?
Call N

6127

Logan's Run to raise
money for hospital
About 40 James Madison
University students from the
Bluestone residence hails will
run a 150-mile relay marathon
on Oct.9.
Logan's Run is part of a
fund raising drive for
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital. The 150-mile route
begins on the U.S. Capitol
steps in Washington, DC. and
ends on the steps of the
Hospital.
The project was started six
years ago by the men of Logan
Hall. In the past five years the
project has collected well over
$10,000 for the Hospital. This
year the residents of the

eleven Bluestone residence
halls are attempting to collect
$2.ooo for the purchase of a
whirlpool and electric muscle
Stimulator for the hospital's
Physical Therapy Room.
THE RUNNERS will arrive
at the CapitotYriday evening
and will begin the Run at 6:30
p.m. Teams of two runners
will run distances of two miles
before the next team begins.
This process will continue
through the night until
Saturday afternoon when the
group arrives at the steps of
Rockingham Memorial
Hospital.

20 *ft 1**20.00

ftaimfcftftl
T«i*q Cafe

Horizon

SifrewTan

1106 Reservoir Street, Harrisonburg 434 - Id 12

w.„ * FRIDAY SPECIALS •
Old Mill $2.09
Michelob $2.59
SPECIAL CASE PRICES
Wedeman's Beer $1.69
ON ALL BEER
Nat! Boh $5.99 ( a case )
Coke 8 ok. $1.09
Canada Dry 6 ok. $1.69
Mixed Nuts $2.99
Pens
4/$1.00
"Ask about club 2-fer "
Free coffee midnight to 5am
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons WELCOME
Port Republic Road open 24 hrs. 434-8805
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
OPERA AUDITIONS
Opera auditions will be field Oci 5 and
' M ' o m tor lolanlhe by Gilbert and
Sullivan in Room 103. Duke Fine Arts
I'uilclmq Rrirtq a sonq to sinq Address
y questions to Linda J Farquhar at
V «atohn Little at e?53

WAMPLER PLAY
Anoriqinalplay Expectations,written
by a JMU senior, will be held Oct 8 10. 8
P rn in Wampler experimental Theatre
Admission is only SI 50 tor an en
tertainino play with a talented cast

FOOTBALL TICKETS
stadium sections 3 7 have been
reserved for JMU students 'full time,
for home football games and students
will be required to present a valid ID to
the ticket takers to gain admission to the
stadium Student seating will be on a
'rfirM come»H'rsf serve" basis Students
will receive their reserved tickets at no
charge by presenting their IDs at the
Athletic Ticket Office In Godwin Hall.
Oct 5 9 for the Oct 17 (Parents Day)
game

Everyone is invited to the dedication
of the JMU Physics Society, which on
April ? 1981 was accepted into the most
highly recognized Student physics
organization The dedication will be held
Oct 8. at 5 p m in the faculty lounge of
Miller Hall

SOCCER
Intramural soccer plav begins Oct 7

Auditions tor the play.Welcome to
Andromeda,will be held Oct Mis, 7 9
p m in Room D. WCC The performance
dales are Nov 13 15, 8 p m For more
information, call 134*101

WESLEY FOUNDATION
PisciD'eship I eadership Traininq will
hrmn Oct 5 with a study on "Un
rtorstandino the Will of God " The study
will br tauqht by Rev John Copenh
haven and will meet at the Wesley
Foundation student Center on Mason
street 6 7pm For more information,
call 111 3190 The reqular Wednesday
niqht nible study fellowship time this
week will continue its study on the cults,
6 • JO R p m at the Student Center

CCM
Weekend masses on campus will bev
held Saturday, 5 p.m. in Room D. WCC
and Sunday, 10,30 a m and 1? noon In
WCC Ballroom There will be a meeting
of the Coordinating Committee on Oct 7,
Sum in Jackson 101 The Journey of
Faith series will be held Oct 7 at the
Reliqious
Center
(Converse
Hall
basement ) starting at 7 p.m. All are
welcome

GUEST PRESENTATION
Mr Rill Robertson, director of ad
ministration, health sciences, Medical
Colleqe of Virginia, Richmond, will
make a presentation on 'the opportunities at MCV for a professional
studies in the Allied Health Services on
Oct 7 at 7 p m in Room 320 Burruss
Hall For additional information on
nursing radiation science, health care
therapy and other MCV progMfs,
contact Dr Norlyn Bodkin. RicWbgy
dept . Room 32? Burruss Hall, 433-4340

BASKETBALL
The men's university championship
game will be played Oct 7.7 p m in
Godwin Gym

TABLE TENNIS
The intramural table tennis sign up
deadline is Oct 22. 12 p m at the IM
Bulletin Board located across from
Godwin 102

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED

LECTURE

Vnlunter your time at Innisfree
Village a community for the han:
dirapped and
non handicapped in'
Cmrel Va Weekend tansportation will
no provided If anyone is interested and
would like more information contact
Mrs" Louise Wade at 133 4739. Room 211,
Maury Hall in the Special Education
Department

Attend
"Finding a Science or
Technical Job." a CPAP lecture on
career options for the Ife. physical,
mathematics and computer sciences
majors on Oct 8 7 8 p m- in 101 Miller
Auditorium Decisiaas on when to go to
graduate school. Work environments,
entry level jobs and identification of
employers will be discussed

WORLD FOOD DAY
Bread for the World will have a
meeting Oct 5 at 4 p m in Jackson Hall
3 Act on your concern for hungry
people1 Address questions to Ginnie at
5955 or P O 270*

INTRAMURAL

PLAY AUDITIONS

PHYSICS SOCIETY

BETA SIGMA PHI
Participants for the Festivalpf Leaves
Tilth Annual 10K Race, sponsored by
Beta siqma Phi should meet Oct 17, 9
is-ir> in n m at Warren County Junior
High School Front Royal. Va Starting
timo is 10 ts a m and free T Shirts will
be oiven to the first 200 registered
Medals trophies and awards will be
presented
The Shenandoah Vajley
Runners will assist members of Beta
Siqma Phi For registration information
send a self addressed envelope to Susan
Hindi ion wine St , Front Royal. Va
'2430

WRITING LAB

WORKSHOP

The university writing lab offers in
dividualized help to students working on
papers or reports, studying for essay
oxams writing letters or applications,
reviewing grammar or preparinq to
take the GRE I.SAT or GMAT For
further information, call Mrs Hoskins
at 6toi or stop by Sheldon 209. M F, 9
a m 3 o m

CP&P

The Intramural cross country sign up.
dead line is Oct 5. 12 p.m. at the IM
Bulletin Board located across from
Godwin 102 Meet begins Oct 5 at 3-X
p m

PI SIGMA ALPHA
There will be an organizational
meeting of Pi Sigma Alpha on'Oct. 7, 7
pm in Room B, WCC All present and
prospective members are encouraged to
attend and meet the political science
faculty at the reception from 7-7, JO p.m.
The meeting will follow the reception.

VOLLEYBALL

PHI BETA LAMBDA

The JMU volleyball invitational will
beehldOcf 9 10 Friday's play begins at
5.30 pm and Saturday's play at 8-30
am JMU's lineup for Friday Includes
Towson State 6;4S p m , Wake Forest
1 p m and Saturday s lineup includes
Lenoir Rhyne at 9-45 a m Die Dukes
will play at various times orf%aturday.

BIOLOGY SEMINAR
A biology seminar featuring Or Ar
nold Krochmal. economic botanist,
US DA adjunct professor at North
Carolina State University, will be held
Oct 13at4pm in Burruss301 His topic
will be 'The Forest Understory as a
Renewable
Resource
for
Man's
Benefit " Refreshments will be at 3-45
p m

Phi Beta Lambda will hold its next
meeting Oct 8 at 4 pm in Blackwell
Auditorium if unable to attend, please
call Becky Jenkins, 434 7443.

KAPPA DELTA PI
Applications for membership to
Kappa Kelta Pi can be picked up from
the KDP bulletin board on first floor of
the Education building (next to room
103 ) or by contacting Tana Wright. 434
8744. P o 3762 All applications are due
by Oct 24

SOCIAL WORK
There will be a
Social Work
Organization meeting Oct 8 at 4'3p p m
in Room B. WCC All members please
plan to attend

The staff ot Career Planning and
Placement office would like to thank
everyone who turned in their placement
tile by the deadline With this stage
completed the next step is to attend the
job search workshop For more In
formation stop by the office For those
who have not turned in the file, please do
so as soon as possible

-Announcement—Notice
AN announcements should be typed double-spaced and
brought to The Breeze announcement box in the N^wnent
of Wine Price. Please specify in what issue dales the
announcement should run. The deadline fir announcements in the Thursday issue is 5 p.m. Monday and
for the Monday issue is 5 p.m. Friday. Announcements
will not be accepted by phone.

PUMPKINS
: INDIAN CORN

| MANY OTHER FALL
HOLIDAY DECORATIONS

FLOWERS- «*•*•«.
*W WW a*r%w

Bud 12 pk.
4.39
Busch
1.99
Molson
2.99
Michelob (reg.)
2.59
Erl anger
1.99
TuborfcGold
1.79
\ Piels draft
1.59
Budweiser Bar Bottles(24) 7.99
Cheese Curls 3-4 lb.
1.39
Pretzels 4 lb. box
3.89
Potato chips 3 lb. box
3.99
Ice 10 lbs.
.99
MIDWAY T ■ SHIRTS 3.99
24 hour film processing 15 % off

Attend the two session workshop,
"Interviewing Preparation and Prac
tice" on Oct 5 and 7, 10 11 am Session
one explains the interview process and
how to.prepare for it Session two will
provide simulated interview experience
Sign up in advance at the CP*P office

ANNOUNCEMENTS INDICATING EVENTS TO BE
HELD ON THE DAY THE BREEZE COMES OUT
SHOULD BE SENT IN THE ISSUE PRIOR TO THE
EVENT DUE TO THE FACT THAT THE BREEZE IS
NOT USUALLY AVAILABLE UNTIL AFTER 5 p.m. ON
MONDAYS AND THURSDAYS.

434-7948

+ +Open Nightly Till Midnight * Jf

Attend the workshop. "Resume
Writing1 on Oct 4. H> I a m Learn
which technigues of resume writing are
successful or unsuccessful, and how to
prepare an apporpr iate cover letter The
purpose.content types, and mechanics of
resumes will be explained Sign up in
advance
at
the
CP&P
office

WORKSHOP

For individual staff help, attend
"Career Questions." a weekly CPAP
service on Tuesdays. 13 p m This
service is designed especially for un
derclassmen to discuss choosing a
major and other career questions No
appointments are necessary, first come,
first serve basis

MIDWAY MARKET
157 Warsaw Avc.

"interviewing for Teaching
workshop to be held Oct 7.
The session will include in
preparation.
questions
asked durinq interviews,.post
follow up. and an open
period Sign up in advance at
office

WORKSHOP

SERVICE
CROSS COUNTRY

Attend
Positions'
U 1? noon
terview
frequently
interview
discusswi
the CPiP

BOUTONNIER'S £

COT FLOWERS $ ARRANGEMENTS FRCE LOCAL
DELIVERY

■&x

ROSS's premium series is a lot of bike for your
money... and we just made a good thing better!
The whole series is reduced! Here's European style end Quality
at American prices... Light weight 10 speed - fully lugged framealloy cranks - and more - ideal fitness/recreation/transportation

bike. . PRICE REDUCTIONS OF $30 to $45 each...
and you gat our 1 year F REE tarvica - Fraa atsamblv and
full warranty. Harritonburg'* bika headquarters

I^d-M-JMM

40S.L
40
S. Liberty St.

j *p.j".

• -. Jtja&t--~-

'
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Arznova improving
gy BARHARAJIALI,,
ijjina rvu-s,p¥oW$6retl'an exciting evening
of rock 'n' roll Friday night in the ballroom
of the Warren Campus Center The
evening featured Arznova. one of James
Madison Unversity's most highly acclaimed bands
Arznova has been together a little over a
year, and this year they are back with all
the old members, except for the addition of
a new drummer
During the evening, guitarist Eric
Vetterick said to the audience. "Getting
better all the time'" He is not kidding.
Arznova really is getting better all the
time
The band set out to prove this as they
confronted an initial challenge with their
song selection There was no simple stuff
involved Their diversity in music
selection is probably one of the most attractive features of the band. They whet
every musical appetite imaginable.
Their range of music spread from David
Rowie to the Grateful Dead, with a little
Ruddy Holly mixed in. Blues tunes such as
"Steamroller Rlues" and "Rock Me
Baby" were well-executed, and showed a
strong rhythm section featuring drummer
Carl Mover and bass player Mike O'Hara.
On the other side of the coin, southern rock
was given a nice representation with
Lynyrd
Skynyrd's
"Sweet
Home
Alabama." as well as the Allman
Rrothers' "Ramblin' Man." Arznova also
performed Elvis Costello's "I'm Not
Angry", which was one of the highlights of
the evening. It is amazing to findr a band
which handles such completely different
types of music as well as Arznova does.
Arznova did not attempt to perform the
numbers in an imitating fashion. They
channeled the songs to fit their own needs
and. for the night, made them their own
creations. This is the sign of a mature
band Only in this way can a band's true
talents emerge. And with Arznova. they
do.
They bravely confronted such classics
as Neil Young's "Cinnamon Girl" which is
probably one of Young's best songs. Arznova seems to have made it one of their

best as well Using it as the opening song,
they made their intentions as well as their
capabilities clear from the start.
They also performed Van Morrison's
masterpiece "Moondance." If ever a song
haft been hard to live up to. that must be
the ultimate challenge. Rut Arznova again
proved they are not a band for mimicking.
They made the song slightly more upbeat
than Morrison's version. An impressive
performance by Tom Shepherd on guitar
made the song not so lonely for the
saxophone which appears in the original
version. Eric Vetterick's keyboards added
a sparkling, clean jazz jtone. and Ron
Gentry's vocals here were probably the
best they were all night
Some of the most polished numbers were
those Rejections by Santana. such as
"Rlack Magic Woman." and especially
"Europa." Here Vetterick most vividly
demonstrated his abihly-a$»a guitarist. It
was hard to tell where Vetterick stopped
and his Les Paul began. His guitar playing
appeared as natural as breathing and
equally as essential. His delightfully
flirtatious performances were as interesting to watch as they were to listen to.
Arznova proved to be down-to-earth, no
gimmick rock 'n' roll They offered
sophisticated performances all the way
around Fortunately, even their original
work was as enjoyable as anything else
they did. Their music was innovative, full
of energy and spontaneity. Anyone hailing
from JMU can be proud of this local talent.
It is'the kind of band you could take home
to meet your mother. ,
As far as the band's future concerned, it
appears as though they will continue for
some time. According to Ron Gentry.
Arznova is going to play it by ear. "We're
going to wait and see. If everyone is as
serious <at the end of the year) as we are
now. we'll keep on with it."
Eric Vetterick seems to feel the same
way about the continuation of the band. A
senior. Vetterick foresees staying with the
band after graduation. "I'm sure not going
to get a job!" he laughs. That is. after all.
the first sign of someone who is serious
about rock 'n' roll.

R oadducks boogie
By LOR1 BETH REUBUSII
Thursday night, the Roadducks brought
their southern style of boogie to The
Center Attic Rut no one was there to see
them.
The same room that was packed for The
Skip Castro Rand a few weeks ago was so
empty and dead it seemed more like a
junior high school dance than a party at
the ballroom
Though they spent time between each
song trying to get the audience out of their
seats, the band played well.
Starting the night with Marshall
Tucker's "Can't You See." the group
performed a variety of cover songs. They
played mostly Lynyrd Skynyrd ("Needle
and the Spoon." "Call Me the Breeze."
"Sweet Home Alabama"), which the
small audience loved.
Little Feat's "Dixie Chicken." was one
of the best the band did. The group got
down as Rob Gayhor's voice rolled out the
raggae John Ruder, who has been with the
Roadducks only two months, played
keyboards reminiscent of the real thing.
Rlackfoot's "Highway Song." was
another the band did well. Starting out too
fast to do the beautiful lines justice, the
group rescued itself with a magnificent
jam toward the end. Both Gaynor and Bill
Schmfdie kicked it out on lead guitar.
Gaynor's voice struck the highest note
confidently and clearly.
The best licks the Roadducks did were
their own. "I Like My Budweiser Beer."
their best known single, sounded
the
same as on every juke box in town Maybe
it was just a little bit more disgusting and
ridiculous live: but it is a fun song

The flip-side of the 45. "Keep On
Rocking" written by Gaynor. was spectacular. More rock than country, the song
brought out the best in each musician. The
two leads worked well together while
bassist Mark Chandler kept the strong,
hold beat the song needed. Buder's
keyboards added to the tune. The thing
that shone the most in the song was Jay
Nedry's drumming
The second set contained more of the
hand's originals than the first. They
moved more towards the vein of rock 'n'
roll in this 'set than in their last.
The best non-original song of the
evening. Paul Rogers' "Wishing Well"
whichrnis done by Blackfoot. was quite a
jam -rjuiler's bass kept the song going.
Another original written by Gaynor.
"Curtain Call." had a good rhythm to it.
Its full sound was accented by the author's
fast fingers on his guitar.
"Cajun Fever." a more southern song
by Gaynor exemplified his versitality in
writting differnt types of music. The lead
guitars and keyboards were magnificent.
The handful of hardcore Roadduck's
fans that were left made a lot of noise
screaming for "Freebird." So the band
obliged Buder's keyboards once again
completed the song which they did at a
good pace to do it justice.
The Roadducks work well together, and
do their best with Gaynor's music. They
plan to spend the month of February in the
studio cuttiing their first album, if what
they did with an audience of 75 can be
repeated with an audience of radio
listeners, the Roadducks have it made.

Photo by Max

Face Dancer rocks
By BRYAN POWELL
Scotland Yard was rocking Thursday
night to the music of Face Dancer, a fiveman group from Washington. D.C. which
plays original rock and roll
Face Dancer, which has been together
since 1973, has recorded two LPs on the
Capitol label. The first. This World,
released in April 1979. was recorded in Los
Angeles: the second. About Face, released
in April 19R0, was recorded in England.
Itseems a bit unusual for this band to be
playing Scotland Yard. Scotland Yard
normally features dance bands, and to call
Face Dancer a dance band is to stretch the
definition of the term quite a bit.
Nonetheless, they did have the dance floor
pretty well packed.
The band plays mostly original
material, and when they do a cover version they alter it such that it becomss-their
own. This fact was evident Thursday on
such numbers as Roy Orbison's "Pretty
Woman." the Stones' "19th Nervous
Rreakdown." and the Beatles' "I Saw Her
Standing There." Face Dancer's renditions of such classics were upbeat,
modernized and distinctly urban. These
are qualities that carry over into their
original material as well.
According to lead vocalist Carey Kress,
it is this ability to adapt established songs
that initially drew attention to the band,
hack when they "first got together, and
everybody around DC. was doing heavy
metal, like Aerosmith and Zeppelin.
Everybody else would do them exactly like
the original, and we did them in our own
way."
Thursday night the band tore through
three full sets of this very modern rock to
the delight of a very responsive audience
Opening the performance with "Very
Natural." the band showed early in the
evening they came to rock. "Airport,"
with bassist Dan McGinn on lead vocals,
would have been excellent if not for
technical problems which trashed the
vocals Other highlights in the first set
were the punky "Someone's In My Radio"
and "Automation." a song which sounded
like its title implies. For the latter vocalist
Kress donned a hardhat with flashing
construction lights on top for added effect.
The next track was "Ohanee." a song

from the band's first LP which fe
spacey introduction by David
synthesizer The song made c
troubles Face Dancer has with da
like Scotland Yard, they got th
floor full and then played a track
which has definitely not danceab
The first set closed well, as t
covered the Four Tops' "Sugar Pi
Run.' "Pretty Woman." and "1
vous Breakdown." all in re
metallic form.
The second set was the evenin
featuring a number of very di:
songs. Opening with "I Saw Her !
There." the band proceeded int(
Stand Still." which turned out t<
evening's instrumental showcase
On this one. guitarist Timi
displayed his ability to play with f
velocity: drummer Bill Trainor
sensational drum break during v
traded chops with Kress, who had
smaller drum kit to the right of Ti
During a spoken interlude on "(
Topless." Kress humorously rel
incident with a 200-pound topless d
a Baltimore strip joint.
The band then romped through '
Gimme All Your Lovin'." best kn
the recent Blues Brothers cover
Closing the set was "The Mombo
during which Kress offered a hi
account of a time when Har*-* 'tux*.
inhabited by Chinese Indians. TI
dians had a ritual dance calif
mombo " The song was great fi
offered a grand finale for the grou
sot of the evening
The third set was a little rowdi
the previous ones, but failed to con
of the wit or clever songwritinf
highlighted the first two sets. Openi
the Beatles' "I Wanna Hold Your
Face Dancer played its heaviest
the third set The night finally end
"Gang Bang." first done by tr
Harvey Band, and "Cry Bab
original from the first LP.
Overall. Face Dancer was a lotj
although thev were definitelv noj
for Scotland Yard Still, the cro-j
tainly enjoyed themselves and, fij
looks of it. the hand did as well

|
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FAR LEFT: Bill Schmidle (left) and
Mark Chandler of the Boadducks, jam at
The Center Attic. LEFT: Guitarist for
Max AC sings during an Elbow Boom

performance. ABOVE: Madison's Arznova in full force at Sigma Nu's dance.
BELOW: At Scotland Yard. Face Dancer
tore it up Thursday night
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Photo by Carl Costenbader

ax AC pleases
(L McCOLMAIN
AC is an excellent band. They
this during two powerhouse per?es Friday and Saturday night at
ow Room
uartet. from Charlottesville plays
> way it was meant to be played,
ng of guitarists Doug Campbell
tig Edge, bassist Wayland Eure,
ummer Fred Brown, the band
s a crisp and unified sound. Both
■11 and Edge are accomplished lead
ts. and all four members display a
ty that lends itself well to the
-epertoire.
AC is basically a cover band,
ling remakes of rock classics by
Kinds as the Grateful Dead
tin'." "Friend of the Devil"),
m Airplane ("White Rabbit."
iy Fire"). Hot Tuna ("Serpent of
;">. the Beatles ("You're Gonna
at Girl"), the Kinks ("Lola") and
Ivis Costello ("Girl's Talk"). For
*d at the Elbow Room, the band
is primarily material by the
I Dead
\C has chosen its material wisely,
id's one real weakness is its vocals,
re shared by Campbell. Edge and
However, they minimize this
ss by performing songs originally
the Grateful Dead's Jerry Garcia
Tuna's Jorma Kaukonen. Garcia
nukonen are relatively weak
s. but first-rate guitarists. Max AC
sates for their vocals (which are
. only unspectacular) with their
vork 'which is spectacular).
were times when the vocals were
h Eure's rendition of "White
was as fine as could be expected
male vocalist When the band
i/ed (most noticeable during
. the sound was superb,
or good reason for doing songs by
teful Dead and Hot Tuna is the
if the music by these two groups.

Both the Dead and Hot Tuna are primarily
concert bands, known especially for their
jamming True to the philosophy of the
music. Max AC did not perform wooden
renditions of well-known songs, but instead improvised and experimented, instilling into the songs their own distinct
touch.
Even with their jamming. Max AC's
playing was always precise. Songs were
always recognizable, usually from the
first few notes. This is the mark of the
mature band: to play with technical
precision, without letting the technique
choke the spirit of the music.
Being a Charlottesville-based band with
a repertoire like Max AC's has its
problems^ Charloftesville's University of
Virginia has engaged Max AC to play at
frat parties in trie past, but the gigs have
not'always been as responsive or successful as the band would like.
In an interview before Friday's show.
Edge and Eure explained they enjoyed
their Elbow Room appearances, simply
because the crowd is so much more
responsive here than in Charlottesville.
Indeed. tH° "v&wd was responsive. As
the band tore through over forty songs in
four forty-five minute sets, the audience
got progressively rowdier. The^band was
every bit as enthusiastic as the crowd, and
this translated into their fine performance, which never dragged. The
audience consistently demanded Grateful
Dead tunes, to which Max AC answered by
playing "Box of Rain." "Loser." "He's
Gone" and "Brokedown Palace." among
others
The Friday show ended with an intense
rendition of the first half of "Terrapin
Station." Tightly played, with plenty of
jamming, this song summed up the
evening and the crowd loved it.
It's good to see a nice-sized audience
enjoying themselves at Max AC shows
because this kind of response could lead to
Max AC returning to Harrisonburg again
and again

:
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HAUNTS
WEDNESDAY.
OCTOBER 7

-Wild Accusatoas at The Elbow Room: price
unavailable
-Jim Budzius at Jo's: $1
-Roadducks at The Other Place: $3
■*

THURSDAY,

-Memphis Rockabilly at The Elbow Room: price
unavailable
-Headwinds at J.M.'s: $1.50
-Willie J. Johnston Bluegrass Dance Band at Jo's:

OCTOBER 8

$1

-Roadducks at The Other Place: ladies free, men $3
-Hollywood Brats at Scotland Yard; tickets
available from TKE for $1. $2.50 student and $3.50
regular at the door
FRIDAY.
OCTOBER»

VThe Slickee Boys at The Elbow Room: price
unavailable
-Countrv Classics at Jo's; $1
-Whiskev Hollow at The Other Place: $3
-Hollvwood Brats at Scotland Yard: $4
-Willie J Johnston Bluegrass Dance Band at Turtles: $J

SATURDAY;
(K'TOBEB 10 '„

-The Slickee Boys at The Elbow Room: price
unavailable
-Countrv Classics at Jo's; $1
-Whiskey Hollow at The Other Place: $3
-Hollywood Brats at Scotland Yard; $4
-David Hott at Turtles: no cover Cnrfrge

SUNDAY.
OCTOBER 11

-Dan Rublee then open stage at Jo's: no cover
charge

d
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8:00 pm October 17 Wilson Hall
$5.50 General Admission
Tickets go on sale' Monday

JIM CORR & FRIENDS*,
~»

►vtJ* FROMRASTAR
O IWOCCKUMW* HC'UMI INOUS'Wf S IMC

October 9, 10
7:30, 10:00
G-S Theater

MIDNIGHT MOVIE

TKefu/*

•fi «

v
Starring

*lJkA

— «*>U_~

(0

October 8
8:00 pm
WCC Ballroom
Jim Corr, Irish folk musician,
has delighted audiences with
traditional and contemporary folk
music for over twenty years !
Do the Irish Jig to Paddygrass !!

October 9
G-S Theater

.

*
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Redden-less Spiders win, 24-7
Hv JEEfr' M'CKLES
Entering Saturday's game with the
I'niversity of Richmond, coach Challace
MeMlllin said .lames Madison University
would have to contain the Spiders'
Heisman Trophy candidate Barry Redden.
Redden did not gain a single yard—he
did not play
But Richmond did not need Redden.
While the Spiders' sensational running
hack watched from the sidelines,
sophomore Jarvis Jennings, shredded the
Dukes' defense for 142 yards and two
touchdowns on 24 carries as the Spiders
defeated a stuhborn JMU team 24-7.
"We missed Barry Redden greatly
today, we knew that we would, but Jarvis
Jennings rose to the occasion very well as
our fullback." said Richmond coach Dal
Shealy
Shealy said that under no circumstances
would he have played Redden.
"1 was told by a doctor last night not to
play Redden, if we wanted to play him for
the rest of the year." Shealy explained. "I
couldn't have asked him to take the chance
of sacrificing maybe the rest of our season
and maybe his career."
Redden's replacement. Reggie Evans.
Rained KO yards on 17 carries and scored
once
Jennings longest run capped an eightplay 79-yard drive that proved to be the
final nail in JMU's coffin.
Facing a first-and-in from the Dukes' 34vard line, the 5-foot-l 1. 209-pound fullback
Itolted up the middle to give Richmond a
lfi-7 lead with 11:02 remaining in the game.
The extra point upped the margin to 17-7.
Earlier in the drive JMU had halted the
Spiders' march at the Richmond 28-yard
line and appeared ready to challenge the
slim 10-7 lead.
But on fourth down Bryon Arnone
collided with the Spiders' punter John
See SPIDERS, page 15

BRYAN MOORE accounted for JMU's lone score on a oneyard touchdown late in the third quarter to narrow Rich-

mond's lead to 10-7. The Spiders, playing without their star
running back Barry Redden, turned back the Dukes 24-7.

Commentary

Penalties costly to JMU
By RICHARD AMACHER
Penalties, penalties, penalties.
It is quite possible they cost James Madison
University an upset victory over the heavily
favored University of Richmond Saturday.
The Dukes were penalized eight times for 87
yards But it was not the lost yardage that hurt
so much, rather it was the timing at which the
penalties were called.
Six of the eight mistakes had negative end
results.
Perhaps the most costly error occurred
early in the fourth quarter. JMU had just
scored to draw within three. 10-7. with :17
seconds left in the third period.
On the ensuing kickoff. the Dukes' Scott
Norwood sailed the ball eight yards deep into
Richmond's endzone.
Riding an emotional high, JMU's defense,
stymied the Spiders' efforts to move the hall on
three plays, forcing them to punt.
But the Dukes, who had a punt return called,
broke through and almost blocked punter John
Roachs' kick. Unfortunately Bryon Arnone hit
Roach and was flagged for roughing the punter
Hiving Richmond a first down, thus shattering
JMU's momentum
Six plays latter Jarvis Jenning ripped off a
34-yard touchdown run.
JMU's Rryan Moore then returned the
Spiders' kickoff wj yards to the Richmond 34-

" ***

yard line, but Moore's run was nullified by a
clipping call.
Operating from its own 11, JMU failed to
move the ball on three plays.
When Richmond got the ball back, it was
promptly aided by a questionable pass interference call on Mike Thurman at the Dukes'
two-yard line which set up the Spiders final
score
JMU blew an early chance to score on the
second play of the game.
Coach Challace McMillin. reverting' to
previous game strategies (i.e. Austin Peay).
instructed Tom Bowles to throw deep, which he
did completing a 45-yard pass to Gary Clark
that reached the Richmond 11-yard line. But
the Dukes' were caught for illegal use of hands,
negating a golden oppotunity.
The first half might have remained scoreless
had it not been for a face masking penalty that
was called on JMU after punter Greg Caldwell
had booted a 41-yard kick and Richmond's
return man Ken Still had run backwards for
five yards.
The original play would have set Richmond
at its own 14-yard line, but Caldwell had to
escape a heavy rash on the replay and was
lucky to get off a 31 yarder that went out of
hounds at the Spiders' 44.
Richmond then drove to JMU's four-yard
line before Scott Schramme came on and hit a
22-yard field goal

••x*~**0~** »,.«.W,/WW,.V,,„......,....

RESERVE QUARTERBACK Napolean DuBois, (1). completed
nine of 13 passes for 122 yards and rushed for 50 yards against a
stubborn Dukes defense.
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Dukes upset Greyhounds in overtime, 1-0
Brown's goal def eats region's eighth ranked team
By DANNY FINNEGAN
"Jim Edwards dominated the a.rea',
was .....
.^i-Bah VjfndVrVarker
kept saying after his James Madison
University soccer team upset Loyola
College 1-0 in overtime Thursday."
Vanderwarker was referring to the
play of his prize goalkeeper, and the
manner in which he controlled play in
the 18-yard area in front of the JMU
net
While Edwards made only 8 saves, he
took away many Loyola scoring opportunities before they could develop.
His aggressive style of chasing down
loose balls and going up in crowds for
the high ones payed off as the powerful
Loyola attack never materialized.
"Everyone tells me I'm aggressive in
the net." said Edwards. "I just try to go
out hard every time, that's just the way
I play.
"A lot of goalies just sit back, line
keepers, but I've always been taught to
go out after the ball."
It was the second shutout in a row for
Edwards, who has not had a great deal
of shutouts in his JMU career. Last fall,
when he was named All-South and AllVirginia for the second consecutive
year, he recorded only three shutouts.
"The shutout was nice." admitted
Edwards. "I wanted it. It always seems
like we have shutouts going into the
ends of games, and then something
sneaks up on us. like a penalty kick at
VMI this year. But more important,
this was a good win. We needed
something like this."
Vanderwarker agreed that beating
Loyola, ranked eighth in the region,
was a big win. The Dukes played

Loyola even throughout the game
hpi—. i^Agnpi -teQk a cross ^m,^-^—
.
Alan Hall in the first overtime and
^H
volleyed it into the net.
"Our game plan was to overload the
left side, then sneak the ball down the
right to Ball and have him cross it back
left." said Vanderwarker. "That was
exactly how we got the goal."
The pieces just fell into place,
everything worked and everyone
played well." continued Vnderwarker.
"We could have folded after the
Maryland game (a scoreless game in
which the Dukes were devastated by a
had call i I think that was the key to the
game, the . intensity with which we
played."
JMU came out very intense and
controlled the early part of the game,
hut Loyola soon took control and made
several good runs at Edwards before
.JMU regained composure. The rest of
the first half was even, with the
Greyhounds outshooting the Dukes 9-6.
The second half was controlled by the
Dukes, who were still outshot 5-2. JMU
was constantly beating Loyola to the
hall and putting good pressure on the
Greyhounds
In the second half, the JMU defense
sparkled, led by backs George
Ackerman and Mike Isaacs. Isaacs
marked Loyola's star striker. Tom
Rafferty. so well that Rafferty was only
able to get off two shots in the game and
was ineffective. A freshman. Rafferty
had five goals in six games prior to the
P*oto fey Ye Nafaya
contest.
ROB NEMZEK pursues loose ball in last Thursday's game against Loyola College
"Their front line was supposed to be
of Baltimore. JMU handed the Greyhounds, ranked eighth in the mid-Atlantic
so good, but Mike negated Rafferty and
region, an unexpected 1-0 loss. Jeff Brown scored the winning goal in the first of
Paul iGuidash) cleared a lot of balls,"
two overtime periods.
*~
said Edwards.

Cross country

Invitational

Dukes, Duchesses,
both place fourth

JMU tennis squad sweeps own tournament
By REED SOUTHMAYD
Dominating play in both singles and
doubles, JMU men's tennis team swept its
Annual Invitational Tournament on October 3-4.
Teams invited this year included
Virginia Military Institute. East Carolina
University and West Virginia University.
JMU finshed with 24>£ points, followed
by WVU's 18. ECU's 14. and VMI's 11.
In taking five of the six singles positions
and two of the three doubles, JMU coach
Jack Arbogast commented/The balance
of our lineups couldn't be any stronger."
Arbogast couldn't have been more
correct. Even his three freshmen. Mark
Trinka. Claude Hanflin, and Ken Boerner
cruised past their opponents, consisting
mainly of West Virginia.
"We lost twice to WVU last year." said
Arbogasts^and I'm glad it didn't happen
again."
The only player not to win at his
respective position was the perennial
number one player. Mark Michel. He fell
to Rich Perotta of WVU in the finals, 7-6.26.6-1 "I'm not too worrieu „cO»t it." said

Pltoto fey Carl Coittntwtar

MARK SNEAI), warms before the first round
of the JMU Invitational Tennis Tournament
held this weekend. The Ihikas swept their own
tourney, placing ahead of West Virginia
University and East Carolina University.
h v.'W>vtf«MiiMHurii x««r« > »t«t it *y <
vm/if:

Arbopast "I think he was just having an off
day."
Number four player Mark Snead and
number five Jorge Salas, both returnees
from last year, scored impressive victories at their positions. Each ran through
relatively strong opponents with ease.
Snead-Salas were the only doubles team
to lose, only to come back and win the
consolation doubles. They teams of
Michel-Crocker and Trinka-Boerner at
two and three respectively cruised to
straight set victories.
Arborgast cautioned that the doubles
teams currently were in a state of transition and "much experimenting" will be
taking place.
A*)
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By KENNY SOTHORON
Both the men's and women's cross country teams showed their
prowess this weekend as the men placed fourth in the Perm State
Invitational and the women placed fourth in the George Mason
University Invitational.
The James Madison Universtiy men's cross country team
finished fourth out of 22 schools. Eighth ranked Penn State won
the meet while the Greater Rochester Track Club from New York
placed second and Farleigh Dickinson Univ., finished third.
"I was very pleased with our performance in the meet,"said
head coach Ed Witt "Finishing fourth overall among division I
and open division teams is good."
Mark Nichols was the first finisher for the Dukes. Nichols, a
sophomore, completed the 10,000 meter course (6.2 miles) in 31.25
and placed 13th overall.
Juniors Steve Huffman and Bobby Hicks finished second and
third respectively for JMU. Huffman came in 27th overall while
Hicks crossed the tape 51st.
"All out runners did a good job," said Witt. "Mark Nichols feels
he can run with the top runners anywhere, and Hicks did very
well despite having a cold."
The women's cross country team did just as well this weekend,
finishing fourth in the George Mason Univ., Invitational.
Richmon'finished first with 76 points. Georgetown was second
with 84. West Chester St. was third with 87 points, while JMU
finished a close fourth with 90 points.
JMU also ran a B team in the meet which finished ninth overall
out of a total of 21 teams.
"We did very well. We are really consistent, getting faster and
faster every meet." said coach Lynn Smith.
"I think we could give Richmond a run in a smaller course,"
said Smith.
Seventeen runners were under the course record according to
Smith. The top runner broke the record by a full minute.
"It was definitely a speed course, no big hills," said Smith.
Cindy Slagel was the first finisher for the Duchesses as she
came in at 17:23 and 15th overall. Chandley Bergman, a freshmen
who just became eligiblethis past week because she transferred
from Iowa State, finished second, right on the footsteps of Slagel.
Bergmans time was 17:24 and she was 16th overall.
"The girls ran much faster this time then before. They realized
they can go that fast." said Smith. "The competition was very
tough." i v .. > i v . . • v » « » • ■• . » > ,v v » < •»« i
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10:00 am - 600 on*
10:00 am - 9:00 pm

M>n.Tues.-Wed.-Sat.
Thurs. - Fri.

178 South Main Street
Within Walking Distance
■in., i

i

Tke Body Sfteb
The Purple Building On The Court Square
2 North Main St., Harrisonburg
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Opon Dally 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mastor Chargo and Visa

(Continued from page 13)
Roach and was'called for roughing the kicker, to give
Richmond afJEJ down.
.^Htai4MlrTn7ve the blocked punt on." McMillin said. "We
wanted to return the ball and get good field position because our
offense felt like they could move the football."
After the Dukes failed to move the ball on the ensuing kickoff.
Jennings and company were at it again as they crushed any
thoughts of an upset with a 54-yard march.
.Jennings carried the ball four of the eight plays in the drive with
the last one resulting in a two-yard scoring dive up the middle.
Richmond opened the contest showing their concern with JMU
as they attempted an onside kick but failed.
After quarterback Tom Bowles ran an option for a short gain
the Dukes" signal caller found Gary Clark open at the Spiders' 11yard line But a penalty brought the play back.
On the next play Bowles went to the air and found Jeff Wallin
down at the Richmond 35-yard line The drive stalled from there
as Scott Norwood was called on to try a 47-yard field goal. Norwood missed wide left and Richmond gained possession at its own
3n-yard line.
•
the Spiders marched 54 yards before they were stopped at the
JMU 16-yard line when Greg Dyer nailed Reggie Evans for no
gain on fourth and-one
Although Richmond dominated play in the first half, it had
nothing to show for it until Scott Schramme connected on a 22yard field goal with 1 OR left in the second quarter to give the
Spiders a 3-0 lead. Schramme had earlier missed a 26-yard attempt
Richmond scored late in the third period when Evans swept
around the right end from one yard out to finish a grinding 12play. 80-yard drive with 5:33 left toplay in the quarter.
Following the kickoff JMU put together a 12-play scoring drive
that coverd 68 yards to cut Richmond's lead to 10-7.
"It was a beautiful gut drive and we made the big plays that we
needed to make." said JMU coach Challace McMillin. "It was a
good positive thing for our football team and it was probably the
best drive we've made this season."
Bowles, who completed 7 of 18 pass attempts for 107 yards,
connected on strikes of 24 and 15 yards to Robert Turner for big
plays in the march Bryan Moore plunged in from the one to
narrow the margin.
"We played a great football game." said McMillin.
"We got out there and got after somebody's tail and we're going
to keep doing it the rest of the season. It takes time, but I think we
proved that were on the way to playing with people like Richmond. •
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The nairy
flannel blazer
a college
Man's basic
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Ike Body Sktp
k« ike hut fteCeciieK
ei Wen'* & LadUi Sweatee.

Our navy
flannel blazer
with signature
buttons
dresses up
or goes
casual with
jeans. And
there's a
great deal to
be said for
that much
versatility.

jCeui Shatgde jCego
31-38 tt/atftfc

Prep sizes 16*20
Men's sizes 36-46
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$13.99
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Valley Mall
\
Harrisonburg, Va.
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Classifieds
^i>' mtki>w*.>ifor Sale

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY
HERE IT IS!
HOT OFF THE
PRESF**'
/

A CALL FOR MR.
HOUGRAND!
WATftR&GmOh! FYOUCANGET

UNo^unmm. :m**~

TERMSL

If'BEGLAD

BRINGTTIOTHE
ATTENnONOFTHE
HOUSe LEADERSHIP

FOR SALE: Pioneer SX-580
am fm stereo receiver. Mint
condition. 20 watt power $175
or best offer. Call Jeff Snyder
4886 or P.O. 3607.

/

FOR SALE: Calvin Klein
jeans and C.K. black velvet
pants, size 12. excellent
condition $25 00 each. Call Liz
433-0811 fron 2-4:30.
c\>
FOR SALE: Sears 20" power
lawn mower. Good condition.
$25.00 434-3581.
FOR SALE: Electonic
Earring and Pin. Hot. red
Love Lite comes complete(
with
a
Mini-battery.
Guaranteed to lite up your nite
life. Send $6.0 for one or $10.00
for two to: TRADING. Box
1007-A. Warwick. R.I. 02888.
FOR SALE: New Bed Blazer
Moped. 200 miles 2 speed
automatic transmission. 125
mpg no license, insurance,
helmet need to get you around
campus and town at 30 mph
Local service available. 4338233 after 6. $525. cost $800
new.

Wanted
WANTED: Female roomate.
Washer, dryer, dishwasher,
private room in furnished
townhouse
with
other
students $115.00 per month.
Call 434-3432.

DOW LIKE LIKE IT? DICK ITS
MY EDITORIAL ELOQUENT BEWND
ABOUT mil MEASURE! miWR
I LACEY? PERMISSION, 1VUKE
TO R&D IT INTO THE

CONGRBSSmLREO
ORPf

HAVE WU HAD ANY OH, YES. JUST
RBACWHT0Y0UR THIS MORNING,
EDTT0RIALYE1,
I60TACALL
FROM AJALLABY
J RICHARD7.
\
D0UNAT7VLANE.
HEFOUNDMYSWCE
' MOSriMEMPERATE'.

OH, LACEY, WHATHJN! RBH&m/OU

uenemn CONSPIRED WESTAWUP
uvmsmi* AUN&iWMTELE6RAMUESENT POSING THE
IKEABOUT TieARMY- WU?H0U/UE
McCARIHY/CAWGS! WED A CAUSE!

TTUASA STINGING
REBUKE FROM A RESPECTED COLLEAGUE.
FORTUNATELY, HE'S IN
THEMINORJTY.

I

ABSOLUTELY.
THECALLSHAVE
BEEN RUNNING
ABOUT 37DI
UFAVOROF
f ,.
>S*X,Mi POSmON!

ARE YOU
SURE, PEAR?
I

GOODNESS.
HOBIMAHYHAVE

™*.I

WRECEIVED?

25K-

/

JUSTHfTA
NERVE.

JOBS ON SHIPS: American.
Foriegn.
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3:00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept.
G-16 Box 2049. Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

Start on Campus
WANTED: Female, two miles
from JMU in two-bedroom
trailer. Rent approximately
$130 per month all utilities
included. Call 433-2607 before 4
p.m.

by Pat Butters PaulDoherty

WANTED: Musicians to get
together blues—R&B act for
JMU Revue Call Bryan 4333586.

Lost
LOST: One Yale key. brass
color. BZX stamped on it.
near the Warren Campus
Center
Thursday
night.
Please return to Box 2133.

Morbid Comics
Services
SEWING: Professional
dressmaking at resonable
rates Call Pam 433-0214.
SPOTSWOOD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleaners is offering a
10 percent discount to all
faculty members off of our
already low prices. Any
Living room, dining room and
hallway steam cleaned for
only $29.95. Call 434-6612
between R a.m. and 4 p.m. for
more details and an appointment.

by Dave McConned Scott McClelland

•Ml

Services
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by Paula Dubill, Barb Schufelt

Campus Quo

SPOTSWODD
SERVICES:
Steam Cleanersd announces
its doem room special. For
only $10 we will professionally
steam clean any dorm room
carpet up tp 150 sq. ft. Call 4346612betweenRa.m. and4 p.m.
for an appointment.
EXPERT TYPIST: Secretary
working on campus mornings
will do typing afternoons and
evenings, $1.00 per page, elite
type, paper included. Call 4347508 after 1:30 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTING AND
FRAMING: Mounting.
French matting, art and
frame
restoration.
Reasonable prices. Pickup
and delivery. 435-8766.

by Lance Foster
Wtlu... I've »•«* Kwoww
We vJeAC ABOUT TO 40
SMOKfc SOMC CATNIP

Personals

HEY GUYS IN 147 AND MY
ROOMIE: Thanks for the
great Birthday Cake it was a
very special surprise. You
guys are the best! Love TB
WHEN WAS THE LAST
TIME YOU HAD SOMEONE
READ GOLDILOCKS AND
THE THREE BEARS TO
YOU? Then ZTA's new tuck-in
service if for you or your
lonely friend. Call 7486
starting Sun. October 4 between 7-8 p.m. for reservatioas. Service starts Oct. 5.
and runs M-Th. 10-12 p.m.
TO BURRUSS BILL: from
New Maket: Will you be on
campus again this semester,
driving your old Hatchback
Pinto or your new car? Drop
me a line at box 5177. Campus
mail BARBARA.
ATTENTION
TRI-MEGA
SISTERS: A formal meeting
will be held Friday. October 9.
at 4:00 at the Bow Room. We'll
open with a rousing chorous of
"The Beer Barrel Polka" led
by our token Pollock. Sister
Javis. the night will be a
plateau for all attending. (It's
better that way).
LOR I: Thanks for moving the
pool table. Stop by anytime
and piuf. Bart and Carl
TO LARRY: Formerly of
Clinton Street: Will you ever
keep our lunch appointment at
Duke's Grill? Meet me there
at noon, any Monday or
Wednesday YOUR GOOD
SAMARTIAN
DUNGEONS AND
DRAGONS; Interested in
adventures into worlds of
fantasy? Several parties of
adventurers are forming now
for expeditions into many
different dungeons among
which is a fantastic 100 level
dungeon Call Bruce Gray.
434-4671 evenings if interested
in role-playing games of all
types.

OOOOO MH MU| [ f»C H"

J353T

OH weu_, irs STUV. Ki»)b
OF A TUR^-ON MtETtMO
A REAU MAU Mmrpf r\

Yoo CAN STftl* F«* M* /

TO THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA: Stop fantasizing on a the Little
"Things in the third stall and
ask for the real thing!! A Pi
Kapp Raider
KNOW OF A FRIEND WHO'S
HOME ALONE? Then do him
a favor ..Call 7468 for a ZTA
Tuck-In! Reservations stating
Sun. Oct. 4 and every night
thereafter between 7-8 p.m.
Service starts Oct. 5 and runs
M-Th. 10-12 p.m.

TO TAKC A LITTI_« i|lP
NOW AMD TM»H,AHD x'r*\
S«« IF WOULD BtA....AH...
WHALE OF A TIM« . BoT X
HAVEN'T GOT A*) IOCA r»a
THIS WCKK* "MIC .MAXBfc

SUZANNE and DANA:What a
weekend! It couldn't have
been better. Thanks again.
BARB: Be good and I'll pose
for the picture later. Get the
big paper. MATT: Next time
try to keep Lisa off the floor.
She might be a lush, but what
a great dancer. RES

THE SISTERS OF
ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA congratulate
Ihrir Fall 1981 Pledge
Class
I Karen Anderson
•_> Leslie Cam mock
\ Chris Czajkowski
i Suzie Rubak
"<,: Frances Carter
Kisa Korhonen
7. Ann Schiefer
8. Jean Palmer
M
Kathy Knowlin
10. "Sarah Fawley
II Diane Ward.
12. Becky Dargb
13 Laurie Tripp
RTishReardon
15. Bev Cress
l« Linda Lampkin
17 Wendy Rose
"' Wendv Robinson
I«I Cindy Maurer
20 Lisa Sinnott
21 LynneCahill
22 Jill Cherry
23. Martha Harrison

TO THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
SIGMA ALPHA: If you can't
take a joke take a taxi.
P.O.A.C.
AjRZNOVA: You sounded
excellent, as always, but what
happened to "PsychopathAlone for a Day"? I miss
them MR. MCCOLMAN: I
agree with the paragraph
which I am sure will be
censored out of your article.
(Nice try.)
THE VICIOUS TYPIST
MIDNIGHT BREEZERS: I'm
quilling No more paychecks
for anyone You guys are
doing this for free Hope you
enjoyed the brownies...Exlax
really
does
taste
like
chocolate doesn't it? SLUSH
LIPS.

TO THE "BABY" OF OUR
HOUSE MARY ANNE: Hope
you had a nice 19th birthday.
We hope you catch this cause
it was meant especially for
you! How'd you like our
singing? We Love you. Signed
Lisa. Alice. Tracie and
Loretta.

Break-On-Tbru
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Mark Legtn
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BOOTY: I may not be that
famous football player-wilt- or
a certain Ensign D.P. and I
can't even take you to a
"clambake" (you'd never find
it inD-Hall!) but I hope you
have a happy (16th?!) birthday anyway. Love. Roome.
"The
PLANE!
the
PLANE!!"
Tattoo you're wrong. It's a
PLAY The play is \alled
EXPECTATIONS. It's
completely original, written
by a JMU senior. What is it
about? That's a secret. But it
is widely rumored that the
play is very entertaining. The
cast is quite talented and
experienced. Come see what
EXPECTATIONS is all about
on October 8. 9. & 10 at 8 p.m.
in Wampler Experimental
Theatre—next to Stop-in.
Admission is only $1.50.
SLOPPY: Do you suppose we
should by shares of stock in
the telephone company. I'm
sure we're part owners by
now
LONG
DISTANCE
OPERATOR.
HEY N.L., I hope you are
feeling better today. How did
you like Edinburg Festival?
Wasn't that fun? I have to take
a look at your photos as soon
as you get them back from
processing You know I wish
you can go to the wine tasting
this Friday. Your Vicious
Photographer
RES:Now come you know
what time...anytime you're up
for a weekend trip to NY just
let me know there's no place
like home (unless it's in
Roanoke) RARR
GREEK RREEZER:How
fickle are you. anyway? I
don't want to giiess anymore.
How about a meeting. A
FRIEND

fnTrtW^—
RLA:Thanks
for
your
patience with me this
weekend. You're the best
roomie anyone could ask for.
This year is gonna be great.
By the way. the next time
you're up for BH. call me, I'll
be right over BARB_
INDIANA JONES: I need
your help to find my own lost
ark Can we meet? MARION
DEAR: HAPPY belated
RIRTHDAY"! It was a nice
weekend, especially Friday.
THANK YOU VERY MUCH
FOR THE GIFT. Looking
forward to Thursday (it is a
long wav awavi Grapes.
LOVE. ONLY ME.
GRATEFUL DEAD
HEY N.L.. I just finished
printing the last photo and
hopefully heading back to my
room. I am going to have a
good night sleep so we can go
to usual place and spend some
time together tonight. How
about some rum and coke for
you and I will have some
Heineken YOUR VICIOUS
PHOTOGRAPHER

RICHARD: I hope for your
sake things go better and you
get some sleep. Thanks for a
relaxing weekend. We'll have
to get up to Reddish Knob
before the snow sets in.
LOVE, STEVENSON
1) HALL HUNK: I see you
eat in dining hall 5 every day
at 4:30. You always sit
nearby. I'd really like to get to
know you. Send me a personal
in the next issue if the feeling
is mutual. I'm 5 foot 3 with
EYES OF GREEN.
PRISSY: Hope a certain
organization is going to pay
for those phone bills. I'm glad
1 called, though I would have
been lonelv without vou.
SLOPPY
HELLO C&T (TF AND DT>
It"s finally true—I've written
my first personal to you in two
years I must be coming down
with something Miss you. E
(formerly ee>
All classified ads should be brought to
The Breeie office In the basement of
Wine Price, with payment enclosed and
issue dates specified, no later than 2
p.m. Monday for Thursday's Issue, and
no later than? p.m. Friday for Monday's
issue Rates are 'fi\ 00 tor 0-50i words,
si 7 5 lor 513S words and S.05 for each
additional word above '5 words
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Race relations discussed
By PAT BUTTERS
With the appearance here of Benjamin
Quarles and the publication of the latest
Nutshell, the question of race relations should
he brought before the student body because it
is a legitimate one.
The reason I cite the appearance of Quarles
is that he participated in "The American
Dream" symposium here on campus and his
topic was entitled "The American Dream:
The Black Interpretation". This was an
eloquent.
well-delivered
historical
interpretation of the black struggle for the
American dream, beginning with the
Declaration of Independence and tracing the
struggle up to today. He ended it optimistically, saying the black pursuit of the
American dream is "not an impossible
dream." Some white reactions were not so
optimistic. The most predominent complaint
was "I'm tired of hearing their complaining."
Although this may not have been the majority
of the white opinion, it is disturbing.
The other cause for reflection is the Nutshell.
that seemingly free, harmless publication that
ends up strewn all over the post office. For
once, they had a fascinating article on the
problem of racial tensions on.-ollet'e r;imouses

As 1 read the article. I recognized some
traits at James Masdison University. "It's the
white students who cause the racial problems
here." said one black student. "They won't
accept blacks as blacks. Unless we assimilate
into the dominant white culture, they want
nothing to do with us." But a white student
seemed to have just as plausible an argument.
"The racial segregation here is status quo. You
see it everywhere—in the dorms, in the dining
halls, in social gatherings, in organizations. It
bothers me. but what can I do? The blacks
segregate themselves." It seems we have a
problem without solution. But what is the
solution?
Understanding. It's a pretty big word and
sometimes it's hard to achieve it.
Blacks will have to understand whites..and
whites will have to understand blacks. Both
are in the wrong as far as their undeniable
prejudices that have been passed down from
generation to generation. It's a shame that I
have to separate them in this letter by labeling
"black" and "white." Especially when we
really are all "people". And like it or not. we
have to face the future together.

v.
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By BARBARA HALL
This letter is in response to a subtle little dig
made in the editorial page of the Oct. 1. issue of
The Breeze. It consisted of a flippant mention
of the 40 percent budget cut Chrysalis received
this year. It stated that both The Breeze sold
advertising and that Curio is self-supporting
and suggested thatChrysalis.do the same. This
statement could only have been written by
someone who has no understanding of an artliterary magazine at all.
Last year I served as literary editor of
Chrysalis. This year I am writing for The
Breeze as well as working with Chrysalis. I feel
a loyalty to both publications, but neither of
them has anything to do with the other. The
Breeze's statement about Chrysalis was totally
unjustified.
Chrysalis is a publication with unpaid
editors. Last year I spent more time working
on Chrysalis than any one of my classes. I
received one credit per semester. When the
magazines came out. there was no real public
recognition for anything that was done with the
magazine. The only reward received from
Chrysalis was self-satisfaction. We could look
at the magazine and be proud of it. At least that
knowledge made the hard work and long hours
pay off.
Now they have taken that away. It is like a
jump backwards after the previous staffs have
worked hard to make Chrysalis a respectable
piece of work. For the past few years Chrysalis
has been an excellent product. Ignorance of the
arts does not change that.
Chrysalis felt the bulk of the budget cut
because it does not pay off. That is such a sad

and pathetic attitude for a university to have.
If fine arts are continued to be ignored.
James Madison University will be nothing
more than a trade ilumPturning out little
robots M-t to make money. We are taught that
if it does not make money it is no good. Forget
what something like poetry or art might teach
you. It's not important if it does not make the
buck. Is there anyone here interested in having
a well rounded education and actually
learning something? Culture is rapidly falling
by the wayside It is sad to see that its biggest
rival is Asteroids.
I am most shocked and disappointed in The
Breeze for denying Chrysalis their support. I
would think that anyone involved in
publications would understand the importance
of such a magazine. Chrysalis is not competing
with these two publications. Rather, it should
he something like an alliance. In fact, it is
beginning to look more and more like NATO.
Chrysalis is supposed to be for the benefit of
the student body. How many universities are
there that do not support an art-literary
magazine? Chrysalis is not a commercial
publication. It is. as it has been stated,
''dedicated to achieving the highest aesthetic
standards in literature and art and to making
positive contributions to the cultural and social
growth of the university it serves." Yet. this
university chooses to reject such a contribution
from all sides. I guess economics wins out over
cultural growth anyday.
I for one can't wait to see one of my poems be
an ad from Werner's

"P^r.
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"Readers' Forum

Security depends on residents, not locks
To the editor:
Upon reading the letter
dated Sept 24 from the 15
anonymous
girls several
questions come to mind. How
often do the incidents like
guys banging on your door,
sleeping on your couch.

flashing and-or masterbating
in your suite ,occur? How
many of these incidents have
you reported to your R.A.?
How do these males gain
entry to your suite anyway?
The R.A. on duty should lock
the section and main lounge

doors at midnight (if they
don't you should talk to the
Head Resident). The only way
a male is allowed in the
sections is if a resident is
escorting him. If you allow a
male into the locked doors or
if you allow males to roam the

Faculty members recognized
To the Editor:
I applaud your recent
coverage of Port Republic
Day. one of the very finest of
country festivals. However. I
feel that an unfortunate
omission was made.

The two people most
responsible for the creation
and organization of Port
Republic Day were not given
any credit. They are Steve
Zapton and Masako Miyata.

Port Republic residents and
members of our own James
Madison
University
Art
Department. Their behindthe-scenes efforts should not
go unrecognized. They truly
deserve our appreciation.
Dr. Robert Bersson, Art
Dept.

section unescorted, you are
risking the privacy and
security of yourself and
everyone else in the dorm.
How many times have you
seen a male walking around
the dorm without an escort?
How many times do you ask
males who are alone in the
dorm to leave and escort them
out? How many people in your
hall prop the doors open at
night so that roommates or
suitemates can get in after
midnight?
If you are guilty of any of
the above, you have compromised the security of
yourself and everyone else.
We agree that suite locks
would help with the security
problem but even then, some

residents would find a way to
make them ineffective. The
R.A.s and the university can
only do so much. The
responsibility of security rests
with the residents. It's only as
safe as you make it.
If something happens in
your suite you should report it.
Your R.A. is there to help you.
Notice if doors are propped
open, watch to see if males are
escorted, and report to your
R.A. anyone or anything that
is suspicious.
The suite locks are not the
only answer to the security
problem. You are.
Scott Stan ton
David Sharland
Harold Moran
Terry Long — 15 others

Beer law justified

>^ )

To the editor:
is due to the fact that alcohol
This letter was prompted by is easily accessible there as
a recent negative viewpoint well as data world wide
concerning Virginia's new supporting the theory that a
statute requiring that a person majority of people turn to
be 19 years of age to pruchase alcohol in times of trouble.
"carry-off" beer that ap- Russia, for example, may
peared in the Sept. 28 issue of have the highest alcohol abuse
The Breeze.
rate of any country in the
In recent times I have world.
become exceedingly
The authors also make the
distressed that so few people point that 18-year-olds can
understand the theory behind vote and be drafted, but may
the statute. As most readers not make decisions regarding
probably know, the statute well being. All laws are
states in effect that a person designed not only to protect us
must be 18 years of age to from others, but also to
consume beer in a bar. protect us- from ourselves. I
restaurant, or tavern, and 19 personally had some friends
years of age to purchase beer who were killed in high school
because they made a decision
for carry out purposes.
By raising the legal age " concerning their own welfare.
limit one year, our legislators They got drunk and wrecked
their car. I ask you Mr. Settle
are in effect eradicating the
and Ms. Mall, do you want to
use of alcohol in our high
drive on the same roads with
schools. Most high school
intoxicated minors who had
seniors turn of legal age
their 18-year-old friends buy
during their final year. At this
beer for them?
time many of them illegally
• contributing
to
the
I agree with Mr. Settle and
Ms. Mall on the fact that it is
delinquency of a minor is
better to drink at home than
against the law) purchase
to drive after drinking. Yet,
beer for their younger
Mr. Settle and Ms. Mall again
cohorts. By making the age
miss a point of law. Those
limit 19. the problem is
serving alcohol to the public
lessened considerably.
must exercise due care, under
Granted, there are 18-yearpenalty of law, as to how much
olds in college who will get
alcohol they serve a person. A
friends to purchase alcohol for
bartender may be held
them but these 18-year-olds
responsible for an accident
are supposed to be of a more
caused by a patron who drank
mature state of mind. I agree
too much.
that there are still 19-yearI personally consume beer
olds left in high'school and
and have not been affected by
they in turn will illegally
this change in law. But. by
purchase beer for their
light of the fact that I am
younger friends. But how.
older, it is much easier to
many 19-year-olds are there
understand
why
the
left in high school in relation
legislative bodies would enact
to iH-year-olds? The difsuch a law. No. this particular
ference is astronomical!
statute
will
not
stop
I would now like to
alcoholism throughout the
repudiate and clarify a few
world, nor will it completely
points the authors of the past
stop the purchase of beer by
article made or failed to
minors or 19-year-olds who
make The authors seem to be
buy it for younger friends.
a hit misinformed as to
But. at least it's a step in the
statistics concerning alcohol
right direction to eradicating
'abuse in other countries.
the overwhelming and conEuropean and Eastern-bloc
stantly rising problem of
countries actually have a
alcohol abuse in the American
higher rate ot alcoholism per
high school
capita than does the U.S. This
Michael Rowe
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JMU mountain climbing
By \ AL Hl/LCE
Boy. those obnoxious Wine-Price steps! I just
love the workout I get everytime I crawl up
them
Xjarrmunications students get to hike the
mountain a few times a week, but residents,
like myself, get to make the climb several
times a day.
Of course there is an alternative—the slippery dew-covered hill. But if you take the hill,
you miss all the fun that comes in the middle of
the steps when you try to keep an even pace.
I've tried both and they are equally
challenging
The only advantage I can think of is that it
helps me sweat off those extra pounds.
When I get to the top of those killers. I always
think that's it for the day But no-a-o' It seems
like there is always another flight of those
suckers
Those stairs are a conditioning class in itself.
! would like to see if I can get a physical
education credit for the extra hour a week I
spend just getting to class They could call it
Wine-Price Steps 101. • Then for second
semester, they could offer Wine-Price Steps 102
as students get better at climbing.
I have also realized over the past few weeks
that there is not much conversation by the
student daredevils as they climb the steps. I
assume this is for a few reasons:
•Everyone is concentrating and doesn't want to
loose that rythmic beat
No one wants to waste any precious breath on
the way up.
A conversation between pants and bounces
can't be unerstood anyway
Everyone that has made the journey up the
hill knows about and dreads that middle part of
•
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the flight. It's the part where the steps are
neither one or two strides apart and if you don't
get momentum, you can just forget about
getting to class on time.
Honestly, don't you look down when you
reach that section? It really takes concentration. A decision has to be made on
whether to take that enormous stride to the
next step or take "pittly" little steps so you
don't look ridiculous.
Then when you greet people at the top of the
hill, they act like the climb was nothing. You
would never know their chest is about to cave
in
After' making the climb, don't be alarmed
when you wake up the next morning and find
one of your legs extremely bigger than the
other. It is just a result of the "one leg"
workout from the day before.
Luckily. I have a couple of suggestions for
Wine-Price Sealers. Girls, if you want to be
"cool" and there is a guy on the steps that you
want to talk to—stop first, then talk.. This way
the conversation will make sense and you won't
look spastic
For the guys: don't look down to see if you
are going to hit the next step. Take and chance
and .ict like it's nothing you can't handle. Be
suave in climbing the barriers: women love it.
On the way down it's much easier. It's
always amusing to pass those poor souls
heading up the hill with the look of hunger in
their eyes as they approach their destination.
My heart always goes out to them.
My solution to the problem is to persuade the
SGA to purchase a ski lift But I guess that
would take a while, and until then we will have
lo keep taking it in stride
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The Edinburg ole' time festival

THE FIMNBl RG ole' time
festival was held Oct. 2-1.
Edinburg is located about :t5
miles north of Harrisonburg.
Local crafts were demonstrated and a 26-building
walking
tour.
including
historic homes and the
Edinburg Mill, were held
during the three-day event.
The festival featured a dance
on Friday night, a square
dance in the park on Saturday
and Edinburg's "Downhill
Bed Race" on Sunday.
(Left to right) ( \\
DLEMAKER Tom James of
Harpers Ferry, West Virginia,
has been in the business eight
years. He dips an undecorated
candle in a special dye to give
added details and colors.
James said the candle burns a
minimum of 100 hours.
Raymond Miller. 76 years old.
of the Edinburg Printing
Shop, operates a hand-feed job

Photos
by
Yo Nagaya

press. Miller started working
in 1955 at the Edinburg shop
and he claims he's "still on the
job and enjoying every day of
it." Betty Estep (right) of the
Wakeman's Grove Church of
the
Brethren
Women's
Fellowship helps in the
preparation of apple sauce.
She quickly adds sugar to the
caldron before the smoke
becomes unbearable.

